
Chapter 8

Time-reversal symmetric two-dimensional

topological insulators – the

Bernevig–Hughes–Zhang model

In the previous chapters, we have seen how two-dimensional insulators can host
one-way propagating (a.k.a. chiral) edge states, which ensures reflectionless trans-
port along the edge. The existence of chiral edge states precludes time-reversal sym-
metry. Indeed, time-reversed edge states would describe particles propagating back-
wards along the edge. In Chern Insulators (two-dimensional insulators with non-
vanishing Chern number), the absence of these counterpropagating states from the
spectrum is what ensures the reflectionless propagation of particles along the edges.

What about time-reversal symmetric or time-reversal invariant two dimensional
insulators? According to the above, they cannot be Chern insulators. Interestingly
though, the same time-reversal symmetry that ensures that for every edge state mode
there is a counterpropagating time reversed partner, can also ensure that no scatter-
ing between these two modes occurs. This means that it is possible for time-reversal
invariant two-dimensional insulators to host edge states with reflectionless propaga-
tion, in both directions, at both edges. The details of why and how this happens are
discussed in this and the following chapters.

We will find that all two-dimensional time-reversal invariant insulators fall into
two classes: the trivial class, with an even number of pairs of edge states at a single
edge, and the topological class, with an odd number of pairs of edge states at a single
edge. We then subsequently show that disorder that breaks translational invariance
along the edge can destroy edge state conduction in the trivial class, but not in the
topological class.

The bulk–boundary correspondence for Chern Insulators stated that the the net
number of edge states on the edge, N+�N�, is the same as the Chern number of
the bulk, Q. We showed this by mapping the 2-dimensional system to a periodically,
adiabatically pumped one-dimensional chain. After the mapping, the unit of charge
pumped through the chain during a period could be identified with the net number
of chiral edge states.

Unfortunately, identifying and calculating the bulk topological invariant of a
time-reversal invariant two-dimensional insulator is much more cumbersome than
for a Chern insulator. We therefore come back to this problem in the next Chapter.
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The discovery more than 25
years ago of the quantum
Hall effect (1), in which the

“Hall,” or “transverse electrical” con-
ductance of a material is quantized,
came as a total surprise to the physics
community. This effect occurs in
layered metals at high magnetic
fields and results from the forma-
tion of conducting one-dimensional
channels that develop at the edges
of the sample. Each of these edge
channels, in which the current moves
only in one direction, exhibits a quan-
tized conductance that is character-
istic of one-dimensional transport. The
number of edge channels in the sam-
ple is directly related to the value of
the quantumHall conductance.More-
over, the charge carriers in these chan-
nels are very resistant to scattering.
Not only can the quantum Hall effect be observed in macroscopic samples
for this reason, but within the channels, charge carriers can be transported
without energy dissipation. Therefore, quantum Hall edge channels may be
useful for applications in integrated circuit technology, where power dis-
sipation is becomingmore andmore of a problem as devices become smaller.
Of course, there are some formidable obstacles to overcome—the quantum
Hall effect only occurs at low temperatures and high magnetic fields.

In the past few years, theoretical physicists have suggested that
edge channel transport of current might be possible in the absence of a
magnetic field. They predicted (2–4) that in insulators with suitable
electronic structure, edge states would develop where—and this is
different from the quantum Hall effect—the carriers with opposite
spins move in opposite directions on a given edge, as shown sche-
matically in the figure. This is the quantum spin Hall effect, and its
observation has been hotly pursued in the field.

Although there are many insulators in nature, most of them do not have
the right structural properties to allow the quantum spin Hall effect to be
observed. This is where HgTe comes in. Bulk HgTe is a II-VI semi-
conductor, but has a peculiar electronic structure: In most such materials,
the conduction band usually derives from s-states located on the group II
atoms, and the valence band from p-states at the VI atoms. In HgTe this
order is inverted, however (5). Using molecular beam epitaxy, we can
grow thin HgTe quantum wells, sandwiched between (Hg,Cd)Te barriers,
that offer a unique way to tune the electronic structure of the material:When
the quantum well is wide, the electronic structure in the well remains
inverted. However, for narrow wells, it is possible to obtain a “normal”
alignment of the quantumwell states. Recently, Bernevig et al. (6) predicted

theoretically that the electronic
structure of inverted HgTe quan-
tum wells exhibits the properties
that should enable an observation
of the quantum spin Hall insula-
tor state. Our experimental obser-
vations confirm this.

These experiments only be-
came possible after the devel-
opment of quantum wells of
sufficiently high carrier mobility,
combined with the lithographic
techniques needed to pattern the
sample. The patterning is espe-
cially difficult because of the very
high volatility of Hg. Moreover,
we have developed a special low–
deposition temperature Si-O-N
gate insulator (7), which allows
us to control the Fermi level (the
energy level up to which all

electronics states are filled) in the quantum well from the conduction band,
through the insulating gap, and into the valence band. Using both electron
beam and optical lithography, we have fabricated simple rectangular
structures in various sizes from quantum wells of varying width and
measured the conductance as a function of gate voltage.

We observe that samples made from narrow quantum wells with a
“normal” electronic structure basically show zero conductance when the
Fermi level is inside the gap. Quantum wells with an inverted electronic
structure, by contrast, show a conductance close to what is expected for the
edge channel transport in a quantum spin Hall insulator. This interpretation
is further corroborated by magnetoresistance data. For example, high–
magnetic field data on samples with an inverted electronic structure show a
very unusual insulator-metal-insulator transition as a function of field,
which we demonstrate is a direct consequence of the electronic structure.

The spin-polarized character of the edge channels still needs to be
unequivocably demonstrated. For applications of the effect in actual
microelectronic technology, this low-temperature effect (we observe it
below 10 K) will have to be demonstrated at room temperature, which may
be possible in wells with wider gaps.
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Schematic of the spin-polarized edge channels in a quantum spin Hall
insulator.
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Anderson localization in 1D

In 1D, even a tiny disorder renders the wavefunctions localized. 
Hence, disorder transforms a metal into an (Anderson) insulator.



1D edge of 2D Chern insulator: no localization

86 6 Two-dimensional Chern insulators – the Qi-Wu-Zhang model

QWZ model at low energy are confined either to the to left edge and propagate
towards the right, or to the right edge and propagate towards the left.

The presence of one-way conducting edge state branches implies that the QWZ
model is no longer, strictly speaking, an insulator. Because of the bulk energy gap,
it cannot conduct (at low energies) between the left and right edges. However, it will
conduct along the edges, but only unidirectionally.

Fig. 6.5 Dispersion relation of a strip of QWZ model, of width N = 10, and sublattice potential
parameter u = �1.5. Because the strip is translation invariant along the edge, the wavenumber
ky is a good quantum number, and the energy eigenvalues can be plotted (a) as a function of ky,
forming branches of a dispersion relation. Light blue/dark red highlights energies of edge states,
whose wavefunction has over 60% weight on unit cells with mx  2/ mx � N �1. These are parts
of the Nth and N +1th branch, which split off from the bulk around �p/4 < ky < p/4, and have
an avoided crossing with an exponentially small gap near ky = 0. We show the marginal position
probability distribution of the Nth energy eigenstate, PN(mx) = Âa2{A,B} Âmy |hmx,a|YNi|2, for
three values of ky. Depending on ky, this state can be an edge state on the right edge (b), on the left
edge (c), or a bulk state (d).

6.2.1 Edge states and edge perturbation

We can use dimensional reduction and translate the discussion about the robustness
of edge states from Chapt. 4 to the edge states of the QWZ model. This treats the
case where the Hamiltonian is modified in a way that only acts in the edge regions,
and is translation invariant along the edges. As an example, we introduce an ex-
tra, state-independent next-nearest neighbor hopping, and onsite potentials at the
left and right edge of the sample. As Fig.6.6 shows, this can modify the existing
edge state branches, as well as create new edge state branches by deforming bulk
branches. Including the new local terms the Hamiltonian of Eq. (6.7) is augmented
to read
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As sketched in Fig. 6.4), the model describes a particle with two internal states
hopping on a lattice where the nearest neighbour hopping is accompanied by an
operation on the internal degree of freedom, and this operation is different for the
hoppings along the x and y directions. In addition, there is a staggered onsite po-
tential of strength u. Unlike in the case of the SSH model (Chapt. 1), the real-space
form of the QWZ Hamiltonian is not intuitive.

6.2 Edge states

Fig. 6.4 Sketch of the QWZ model: a particle with two internal states hopping on a square lattice.
(a): The onsite potential and the hopping amplitudes are operators acting on the internal states. (b):
A strip, with periodic boundary conditions along y, open boundaries along x (hopping amplitudes
set to zero). Light blue / dark red highlights left/right edge region. (c): Upon Fourier transformation
along y, the strip falls apart to an ensemble of one-dimensional Hamiltonians, indexed by ky.

We constructed a Chern insulator using an adiabatic charge pump. As we saw in
Chapt. 4, charge pumps also induce energy eigenstates at the edge regions that cross
from negative energy to positive energy bands, or vice versa. What do these energy
eigenstates correspond to for the Chern insulator?
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Qs to Janos/Laci:

”TRS implies zero chern number.” But if we have TRS, then we have degeneracies, so the Chern number is undefined,

right? Should we say, as a remark, that the Berry curvature is an antisymmetric function of the momentum?

Have you tried playing around with the QHE on a square lattice? How does the bulk spectrum look, for various

”periodic” flux values? How do the edge state look, for various periodic flux values?

I. KEY STATEMENTS

A. 1D chiral-symmetric topological insulators

1. SSH models can be classified topologically, according to their integer winding number as the topological invariant.

2. All ⌫ = 1 long SSH chains have a zero-energy edge at each edge.

3. These edge states remain at zero energy in the presence of disorder, as long as that respects chiral symmetry.

4. SSH chains can be generalized to have higher winding number, and the bulk-boundary correspondence holds in

that case.

5. Generalization to higher-dimensional internal space.

6. Using an SSH chain as a quantum memory.

7. Using an SSH chain as a quantum processor.

B. Chern insulators

1. A nondegenerate band can be characterized by its Chern number.

2. An example for non-zero Chern number is the valence band of the QWZ model.

3. Time-reversal symmetry implies a vanishing Chern number for each band.

4. Bulk-boundary correspondence: the Chern number is the number of protected co-propagating edge states along

an edge.

C. 2D topological insulators

1. 2D topological insulators are those

2. A nontrivial example can be constructed by doubling the QWZ model and introducing a time-reversal invariant

Fermi level in gap  
=> edge electrons can’t be backscattered 

=> edge conductor (quantized conductance) Qi et al.  
PRB 2006

Chapter 6



1D edge of 2D time-reversal invariant topological insulator:
edge states conduct or localize?

Chapter 8

They conduct.



(Fermionic) Time-Reversal Symmetry

… from now on, TRS means fermionic TRS.
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kx

ky

usual symmetry:

U unitary such that UHU
�1 = H.

chiral symmetry:

� unitary such that �H��1 = �H

(fermionic) time-reversal symmetry:

T antiunitary such that T 2 = �1, and T HT �1 = H.

(bosonic) time-reversal symmetry:

T antiunitary such that T 2 = +1, and T HT �1 = H.

ĤBHZ = ŝ0 ⌦ [(u+ cos kx + cos ky)�̂z + sin kx�̂x] + ŝz ⌦ sin ky�̂y + ŝx ⌦ Ĉ.

Does the SSH model with only nearest-neighbor hopping have

time-reversal symmetry, if all hopping amplitudes are real?

(a) Yes, it has fermionic time-reversal symmetry.

(b) Yes, it has bosonic time-reversal symmetry.

(c) Yes, both types.

(d) No.

Take a clean QWZ model with Chern number 1.



Kramers degeneracy in the band structure
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kx

ky

usual symmetry:

U unitary such that UHU
�1 = H.

chiral symmetry:

� unitary such that �H��1 = �H

(fermionic) time-reversal symmetry:

T antiunitary such that T 2 = �1, and T HT �1 = H.

(bosonic) time-reversal symmetry:

T antiunitary such that T 2 = +1, and T HT �1 = H.

Kramers theorem:

Take a Hamiltonian with fermionic time-reversal symmetry T .

Take an eigenstate | i of H with energy E.

Then, T | i is also an energy eigenstate with energy E, and h |T  i = 0.

Consequence for band structures:

In a crystal with fermionic time-reversal symmetry, every band is twofold degenerate
at time-reversal-invariant momenta.

ĤBHZ = ŝ0 ⌦ [(u+ cos kx + cos ky)�̂z + sin kx�̂x] + ŝz ⌦ sin ky�̂y + ŝx ⌦ Ĉ.

Consider the SSH model with only nearest-neighbor hopping,
all hopping amplitudes being real.
Does it have time-reversal symmetry?

(a) Yes, it has fermionic time-reversal symmetry.

(b) Yes, it has bosonic time-reversal symmetry.

(c) Yes, both types.

(d) No.

Take a clean QWZ model with Chern number 1.



BHZ model: edge-state Kramers pairs, 
robust against time-reversal-invariant perturbation

8.3 Edge States in 2-dimensional time-reversal invariant insulators 119

8.2.1 A concrete example: the Bernevig-Hughes-Zhang model

To have an example, we use the construction above to build a toy model – called
BHZ model – for a time-reversal invariant topological insulator starting from the
QWZ model of Chapt. 6. We follow the construction through using the bulk
momentum-space Hamilonian, and obtain

ĤBHZ(k) = ŝ0 ⌦ [(u+ coskx + cosky)ŝz + sinkyŝy)]+ ŝz ⌦ sinkxŝx + ŝx ⌦Ĉ,
(8.38)

where Ĉ is a Hermitian coupling operator acting on the internal degree of freedom.
For Ĉ = 0, the Hamiltonian ĤBHZ reduces to the 4-band toy model for HgTe, intro-
duced by Bernevig, Hughes and Zhang [5].

Two Time-Reversal Symmetries if there is no coupling

If there is no coupling between the copies, Ĉ = 0, the BHZ model has two differ-
ent time-reversal symmetries, T̂ = iŝyK and T̂2 = ŝxK, due to its block diagonal
structure reflecting a unitary symmetry, ŝzĤBHZŝ†

z = ĤBHZ. In this situation, the type
of predictions we can make will depend on which of these symmetries is robust
against disorder. We will in the following require the T̂

2 = �1 symmetry. If this
symmetry is robust, then everything we do will apply to the Ĉ = 0 case of ĤBHZ.
The extra time reversal symmetry in that case is just a reminder that most features
could be calculated in a more simple way, by working in the superselection sectors
of ŝz separately.

8.3 Edge States in 2-dimensional time-reversal invariant

insulators

We now consider the situation of edge states in a two-dimensional lattice Hamil-
tonian with time-reversal symmetry, much in the same way as we did for Chern
insulators in Sect. 6.2.

8.3.1 An example: the BHZ model with different types of coupling

We start with the concrete example of the BHZ model. We set the sublattice potential
parameter u =�1.2, and plot the edge dispersion relation, defined in the same way
as for the Chern insulators in Section 6.2.

As long as there is no coupling between the two copies, Ĉ = 0, the system ĤBHZ
is a direct sum of two Chern insulators, with opposite Chern numbers. As Fig. 8.1 (a)

example: Bernevig-Hughes-Zhang model

120 8 Time-reversal symmetric two-dimensional topological insulators

Fig. 8.1 Stripe dispersion relations of the BHZ model, with sublattice potential parameter u =
�1.2. Right/left edge states (more than 60% weight on the last/first two columns of unit cells)
marked in dark red/light blue. (a): uncoupled layers, Ĉ = 0. (b): Symmetric coupling Ĉ = 0.3sx
gaps the edge states out. (c): Antisymmetric coupling Ĉ = 0.3sy cannot open a gap in the edge
spetrum.

shows, on each edge, there is a pair of edge state branches: a branch on the layer with
Hamiltonian Ĥ, and a counterpropagating branch on the layer with Ĥ⇤. Although
these two edge state branches cross, this crossing will not turn into an anticrossing:
the states cannot scatter into each other since they are on different layers. The two
edge state branches are linked by time-reversal: they occupy the same position, but
describe propagation in opposite directions. In fact, they are linked by both time-
reversal symmetries this system has, by ŝxK and iŝyK.

A coupling between the layers can can gap the edge states out, as shown in
Fig. 8.1 (b). We here used Ĉ = 0.3sx, which respects the T̂

2 = +1 symmetry but
breaks the T̂

2 =�1 one. The crossings between counterpropagating edge states on
the same edge have turned into anticrossings, as expected, since the coupling allows
particles to hop between the counterpropagating edge states (on the same edge, but
in different layers).

We see something different if we couple the layers while respecting the T̂
2 =�1

time reversal symmetry, by, e.g., Ĉ = 0.3sy. As Fig. 8.1 (c) shows, the crossing at
ky = 0 between the edge state branches now does not turn into an anticrossing. As
long as the coupling is not strong enough to close the bulk gap, the edge states here
appear to be protected.

8.3.2 Edge states in T̂
2 =�1

The states form one-dimensional edge state bands in the one-dimensional Brillouin
zone kx =�p, . . . ,p , shown schematically in Fig. 8.2. In general, an edge will host
edge states propagating in both directions. However, due to time-reversal symme-
try, the dispersion relations must be left-right symmetric when plotted against the
wavenumber kx along the edge direction. This means that the number N+ of right-
moving edge states (these are plotted with solid lines in Fig. 8.2), and N�, the num-
ber of left-moving edge states (dashed lines) have to be equal at any energy,
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kx

ky

usual symmetry:

U unitary such that UHU
�1 = H.

chiral symmetry:

� unitary such that �H��1 = �H

(fermionic) time-reversal symmetry:

T antiunitary such that T 2 = �1, and T HT �1 = H.

ĤBHZ = ŝ0 ⌦ [(u+ cos kx + cos ky)�̂z + sin kx�̂x] + ŝz ⌦ sin ky�̂y + ŝx ⌦ Ĉ.

7. ELŐADÁS

Adalékolt félvezető, ⌫d adott, T > 0 adott.

Mennyi elektron van a vezetési sávban?

Mennyi lyuk van a vegyértéksávban?

Jelölések:

⌫d: donorńıvók sűrűsége ([⌫d] = 1/m3)
nd: donorńıvókat betöltő elektronok sűrűsége ([nd] = 1/m3)

Feltevés: donorńıvók spin-degenerációja elhagyható,
mert két elektron egy donoron nem szeret lenni (Coulomb-tasźıtás)

Tény: A vezetési elektronok és a donorńıvókon lévő elektronok
vagy a vegyértéksávból származnak, vagy a donoratomoktól származnak.

n+ nd = p+ ⌫d

n(T, µ) + nd(T, µ) = p(T, µ) + ⌫d

n =
2

V

X

k

f("c(k), T, µ)



… from now on, topological insulator refers to  
2D topological insulator with fermionic time-reversal symmetry

Number parity of edge-state Kramers pairs 
is a topological invariant

8.3 Edge States in 2-dimensional time-reversal invariant insulators 121

Fig. 8.2 Edge states on a single edge of a 2-dimensional time-reversal invariant topological in-
sulator with T̂

2 = �1, as the edge region undergoes a continuous deformation, parametrized by
a, respecting the symmetry and the translational invariance along the edge. In (a)–(d), the edge
state dispersions relations are shown, in the full edge Brillouin zone kx = �p, . . . ,p , and in the
energy window corresponding to the bulk gap. For clarity, right- (left-) propagating edge states
are denoted by continuous (dashed) lines. Due to the deformation of the Hamiltonian, the edge
state branches can move, bend, and couple, while the bulk remains unchanged. From (a) to (b),
the crossing points between counterpropagating edge states become anticrossings, i.e., gaps open
in these pairs of dispersion relation branches as a usual consequence of any parameter coupling
them. Crossings at kx = 0 and kx = p cannot be gapped, as this would lead to a violation of the
Kramers theorem. From (b) to (d), these gaps become so large that at energy E = 0, the number
of edge states drops from 6 (3 Kramers pairs) to 2 (1 Kramers pair). The kx values of the edge
states at 0 energy are plotted in (e), where this change in the number of edge states shows up as an
“annihilation” of right-propagating and left-propagating edge states.

N+(E) = N�(E). (8.39)

As with Chern insulators, we next consider the effect of adiabatic deformations
of the clean Hamiltonian on edge states. We consider terms in the Hamiltonian that
conserve translational invariance along the edge, and respect Time Reversal Symme-
try. The whole discussion of Sect. 6.3 applies, and therefore adiabatic deformations
cannot change the signed sum of of the left- and right-propagating edge states in the
gap. However, time-reversal symmetry restricts this sum to zero anyway.

Time reversal symmetry that squares to T̂
2 = �1, however, provides a further

restriction: adiabatic deformations can only change the number of edge states by
integer multiples of four (pairs of pairs). To understand why, consider the adiabatic
deformation corresponding to Fig. 8.2 (a)-(d). Degeneracies in the dispersion rela-
tion can be lifted by coupling the edge states, as it happens in (b), and this can lead to
certain edge states disappearing at certain energies, as in (c). This can be visualized



Absence of backscattering

128 8 Time-reversal symmetric two-dimensional topological insulators

8.4.3 An odd number of Kramers pairs of edge states

The above statement (8.54) implying unit transmission, albeit in a somewhat weak-
ened form, can be generalized for arbitrary two-dimensional time-reversal invariant
topological insulator lattice models, including those where the number of edge-state
Kramers pairs N is odd but not one. The proposition is that in such a system, given a
time-reversal symmetric scatterer V and an arbitrary energy E in the bulk gap, there
exists at least one linear combination of the incoming states of energy E from each
side of the defect that is perfectly transmitted through the defect.

The proof follows that in the preceding section, with the difference that the quan-
tities r and t describing reflection and transmission are N ⇥N matrices, and that the
antisymmetric nature of the S-matrix S = �ST implies the antisymmetry of the re-
flection matrices r = �rT . According to Jacobi’s theorem, every odd-dimensional
antisymmetric matrix has a vanishing determinant, which is implied by

det(r) = det(rT ) = det(�r) = (�1)N det(r) =�det(r), (8.55)

where we used the antisymmetry of r in the second step and the oddness of N in
the last step. As a consequence of Eq. (8.55) we know det(r) = 0, hence det(r†r) =
det(r†)det(r) = 0. Therefore, at least one eigenvalue of r†r is zero, which implies
that at least one transmission eigenvalue Tl is unity.

8.4.4 Robustness against disorder

Fig. 8.6 A disordered two-
dimensional time-reversal
invariant topological insulator
contacted with two electrodes.
Disorder is ‘switched off’ and
the edge is ‘straightened out’
within the dashed box, hence
the edge modes there resem-
ble those of the disorder-free
lattice.

The absence-of-backscattering result (8.54) implies a remarkable statement re-
garding the existence of (at least) one perfectly transmitting ‘edge state’ in a finite-
size disordered sample of a two-dimensional time-reversal invariant topological in-
sulator.

clean 
region

scattering 
region

Full transmission through scattering region => absence of localization



Time-reversal invariant momenta (1)

Take a 2D square crystal lattice. 
Its Brillouin zone is sketched here. 
Where are the time-reversal invariant momenta?

A B C D
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7. ELŐADÁS

Adalékolt félvezető, T > 0.

Mennyi elektron van a vezetési sávban?

Mennyi lyuk van a vegyértéksávban?

Jelölések:

⌫d: donorńıvók sűrűsége ([⌫d] = 1/m3)
nd: donorńıvókat betöltő elektronok sűrűsége ([nd] = 1/m3)

Feltevés: donorńıvók spin-degenerációja elhagyható,
mert két elektron egy donoron nem szeret lenni (Coulomb-tasźıtás)

Tény: A vezetési elektronok és a donorńıvókon lévő elektronok
vagy a vegyértéksávból származnak, vagy a donoratomoktól származnak.

n+ nd = p+ ⌫d

n(T, µ) + nd(T, µ) = p(T, µ) + ⌫d

n =
2

V

X

k

f("c(k), T, µ)

nd = ⌫df("1, T, µ)

p =
2

V

X

k

[1� f("v(k), T, µ)]

Egyenlet a kémiai potenciálra (µ).
Megoldandó, és a kapott µ visszahelyetteśıtendő ! n, p, nd.

ln
n

⌫d
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7. ELŐADÁS

Adalékolt félvezető, T > 0.

Mennyi elektron van a vezetési sávban?

Mennyi lyuk van a vegyértéksávban?

Jelölések:

⌫d: donorńıvók sűrűsége ([⌫d] = 1/m3)
nd: donorńıvókat betöltő elektronok sűrűsége ([nd] = 1/m3)

Feltevés: donorńıvók spin-degenerációja elhagyható,
mert két elektron egy donoron nem szeret lenni (Coulomb-tasźıtás)

Tény: A vezetési elektronok és a donorńıvókon lévő elektronok
vagy a vegyértéksávból származnak, vagy a donoratomoktól származnak.

n+ nd = p+ ⌫d

n(T, µ) + nd(T, µ) = p(T, µ) + ⌫d

n =
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X
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f("c(k), T, µ)

nd = ⌫df("1, T, µ)

p =
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Egyenlet a kémiai potenciálra (µ).
Megoldandó, és a kapott µ visszahelyetteśıtendő ! n, p, nd.

ln
n

⌫d



Time-reversal invariant momenta (2)

Take a 2D triangular crystal lattice. 
Its Brillouin zone is sketched here. 
Where are the time-reversal invariant momenta?

A B C D
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Adalékolt félvezető, T > 0.

Mennyi elektron van a vezetési sávban?

Mennyi lyuk van a vegyértéksávban?

Jelölések:

⌫d: donorńıvók sűrűsége ([⌫d] = 1/m3)
nd: donorńıvókat betöltő elektronok sűrűsége ([nd] = 1/m3)

Feltevés: donorńıvók spin-degenerációja elhagyható,
mert két elektron egy donoron nem szeret lenni (Coulomb-tasźıtás)

Tény: A vezetési elektronok és a donorńıvókon lévő elektronok
vagy a vegyértéksávból származnak, vagy a donoratomoktól származnak.
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7. ELŐADÁS

Adalékolt félvezető, T > 0.

Mennyi elektron van a vezetési sávban?

Mennyi lyuk van a vegyértéksávban?

Jelölések:

⌫d: donorńıvók sűrűsége ([⌫d] = 1/m3)
nd: donorńıvókat betöltő elektronok sűrűsége ([nd] = 1/m3)

Feltevés: donorńıvók spin-degenerációja elhagyható,
mert két elektron egy donoron nem szeret lenni (Coulomb-tasźıtás)

Tény: A vezetési elektronok és a donorńıvókon lévő elektronok
vagy a vegyértéksávból származnak, vagy a donoratomoktól származnak.

n+ nd = p+ ⌫d

n(T, µ) + nd(T, µ) = p(T, µ) + ⌫d
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Egyenlet a kémiai potenciálra (µ).
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SSH model with nearest-neighbor real-valued hopping
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usual symmetry:

U unitary such that UHU
�1 = H.

chiral symmetry:

� unitary such that �H��1 = �H

(fermionic) time-reversal symmetry:

T antiunitary such that T 2 = �1, and T HT �1 = H.

(bosonic) time-reversal symmetry:

T antiunitary such that T 2 = +1, and T HT �1 = H.

ĤBHZ = ŝ0 ⌦ [(u+ cos kx + cos ky)�̂z + sin kx�̂x] + ŝz ⌦ sin ky�̂y + ŝx ⌦ Ĉ.

Consider the SSH model with only nearest-neighbor hopping,

all hopping amplitudes being real.

Does it have time-reversal symmetry?

(a) Yes, it has fermionic time-reversal symmetry.

(b) Yes, it has bosonic time-reversal symmetry.

(c) Yes, both types.

(d) No.

Take a clean QWZ model with Chern number 1.



Edge states and time reversal symmetry (1)
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usual symmetry:

U unitary such that UHU
�1 = H.

chiral symmetry:

� unitary such that �H��1 = �H

(fermionic) time-reversal symmetry:

T antiunitary such that T 2 = �1, and T HT �1 = H.

ĤBHZ = ŝ0 ⌦ [(u+ cos kx + cos ky)�̂z + sin kx�̂x] + ŝz ⌦ sin ky�̂y + ŝx ⌦ Ĉ.

Take a clean QWZ model with Chern number 1.
Consider the edge state | i with a given wave number k.

Then T | i ...

(a) ... is orthogonal to | i, and is an eigenstate of the Hamiltonian with the same energy as | i.

(b) ... is orthogonal to | i, and is an eigenstate of the Hamiltonian which propagates on the other edge.

(c) ... is orthogonal to | i, but it is not an eigenstate of the Hamiltonian.

(d) ... doesn’t exist: time reversal can’t be applied as the model has no time-reversal symmetry.

Take an edge state | i of a clean topological insulator with a given wave number k.

Then T | i ...

(a) ... is orthogonal to | i, and is an eigenstate of the Hamiltonian with the same energy as | i.

(b) ... is orthogonal to | i, and is an eigenstate of the Hamiltonian which propagates on the other edge.

(c) ... is orthogonal to | i, but it is not an eigenstate of the Hamiltonian.

(d) ... is the same as | i, since the system has time-reversal symmetry.

2D two-band lattice models with fermionic time-reversal symmetry ...

(a) ... always have a band gap.

(b) ... never have a band gap.

(c) ... might have a band gap.

(d) ... do not exist.



Edge states and time reversal symmetry (2)
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usual symmetry:

U unitary such that UHU
�1 = H.

chiral symmetry:

� unitary such that �H��1 = �H

(fermionic) time-reversal symmetry:

T antiunitary such that T 2 = �1, and T HT �1 = H.

ĤBHZ = ŝ0 ⌦ [(u+ cos kx + cos ky)�̂z + sin kx�̂x] + ŝz ⌦ sin ky�̂y + ŝx ⌦ Ĉ.

Take an edge state | i of a clean topological insulator with a given wave number k.

Then T | i ...

(a) ... is orthogonal to | i, and is an eigenstate of the Hamiltonian with the same energy as | i.

(b) ... is orthogonal to | i, and is an eigenstate of the Hamiltonian which propagates on the other edge.

(c) ... is orthogonal to | i, but it is not an eigenstate of the Hamiltonian.

(d) ... is the same as | i, since the system has time-reversal symmetry.

7. ELŐADÁS

Adalékolt félvezető, ⌫d adott, T > 0 adott.

Mennyi elektron van a vezetési sávban?

Mennyi lyuk van a vegyértéksávban?

Jelölések:

⌫d: donorńıvók sűrűsége ([⌫d] = 1/m3)
nd: donorńıvókat betöltő elektronok sűrűsége ([nd] = 1/m3)

Feltevés: donorńıvók spin-degenerációja elhagyható,
mert két elektron egy donoron nem szeret lenni (Coulomb-tasźıtás)

Tény: A vezetési elektronok és a donorńıvókon lévő elektronok
vagy a vegyértéksávból származnak, vagy a donoratomoktól származnak.



Two-band model with time reversal symmetry
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usual symmetry:

U unitary such that UHU
�1 = H.

chiral symmetry:

� unitary such that �H��1 = �H

(fermionic) time-reversal symmetry:

T antiunitary such that T 2 = �1, and T HT �1 = H.

ĤBHZ = ŝ0 ⌦ [(u+ cos kx + cos ky)�̂z + sin kx�̂x] + ŝz ⌦ sin ky�̂y + ŝx ⌦ Ĉ.

Take an edge state | i of a clean topological insulator with a given wave number k.

Then T | i ...

(a) ... is orthogonal to | i, and is an eigenstate of the Hamiltonian with the same energy as | i.

(b) ... is orthogonal to | i, and is an eigenstate of the Hamiltonian which propagates on the other edge.

(c) ... is orthogonal to | i, but it is not an eigenstate of the Hamiltonian.

(d) ... is the same as | i, since the system has time-reversal symmetry.

2D two-band lattice models with fermionic time-reversal symmetry ...

(a) ... always have a band gap.

(b) ... never have a band gap.

(c) ... might have a band gap.

(d) ... do not exist.

7. ELŐADÁS

Adalékolt félvezető, ⌫d adott, T > 0 adott.

Mennyi elektron van a vezetési sávban?

Mennyi lyuk van a vegyértéksávban?

Jelölések:



Edge spectrum of a 2D topological insulator

Each figure shows the edge spectrum 
of a 2D insulator. 

Bulk valence bands are way below, and 
bulk conduction bands are way above 
these edge states. 

Which edge spectrum belongs to a  
2D topological insulator?



Scattering in a topological insulator (1)

2

Consider the edge state | i with a given wave number k.

Then T | i ...

(a) ... is orthogonal to | i, and is an eigenstate of the Hamiltonian with the same energy as | i.

(b) ... is orthogonal to | i, and is an eigenstate of the Hamiltonian which propagates on the other edge.

(c) ... is orthogonal to | i, but it is not an eigenstate of the Hamiltonian.

(d) ... doesn’t exist: time reversal can’t be applied as the model has no time-reversal symmetry.

Take an edge state | i of a clean topological insulator with a given wave number k.

Then T | i ...

(a) ... is orthogonal to | i, and is an eigenstate of the Hamiltonian with the same energy as | i.

(b) ... is orthogonal to | i, and is an eigenstate of the Hamiltonian which propagates on the other edge.

(c) ... is orthogonal to | i, but it is not an eigenstate of the Hamiltonian.

(d) ... is the same as | i, since the system has time-reversal symmetry.

2D two-band lattice models with fermionic time-reversal symmetry ...

(a) ... always have a band gap.

(b) ... never have a band gap.

(c) ... might have a band gap.

(d) ... do not exist.

Consider a long and wide ribbon of a 2D topological insulator,
in which each edge hosts a single edge-state Kramers pair.
Part of the ribbon is disordered and serves as a scattering region.
The whole system is time-reversal symmetric.

What is the dimension of the scattering matrix S describing the scattering region?

(a) 2⇥ 2

(b) 4⇥ 4

(c) 8⇥ 8

(d) 16⇥ 16



Scattering in a topological insulator (2)

3

Consider a long and wide ribbon of a 2D topological insulator,
in which each edge hosts a single edge-state Kramers pair.
Part of the ribbon is disordered and serves as a scattering region.
The whole system is time-reversal symmetric.

How many nonzero entries are there in the scattering matrix S of the scattering region?

(a) 0

(b) 2

(c) 4

(d) 8

Consider a constriction of a ribbon of a 2D topological insulator,
in which each edge hosts a single edge-state Kramers pair.
The constriction is disordered and serves as a scattering region.
The whole system is time-reversal symmetric.

How many zero entries are guaranteed in the scattering matrix S of the constriction?

(a) 0

(b) 4

(c) 8

(d) 12

7. ELŐADÁS

Adalékolt félvezető, ⌫d adott, T > 0 adott.

Mennyi elektron van a vezetési sávban?

Mennyi lyuk van a vegyértéksávban?

Jelölések:

⌫d: donorńıvók sűrűsége ([⌫d] = 1/m3)
nd: donorńıvókat betöltő elektronok sűrűsége ([nd] = 1/m3)

Feltevés: donorńıvók spin-degenerációja elhagyható,
mert két elektron egy donoron nem szeret lenni (Coulomb-tasźıtás)

Tény: A vezetési elektronok és a donorńıvókon lévő elektronok
vagy a vegyértéksávból származnak, vagy a donoratomoktól származnak.

n+ nd = p+ ⌫d

n(T, µ) + nd(T, µ) = p(T, µ) + ⌫d

n =
2

V

X

k

f("c(k), T, µ)



8.4 Absence of backscattering 127

and hence perfect transmission of each of the two incoming waves.

Fig. 8.5 Backscattering of
edge states at a constric-
tion. The states forming the
edge-state Kramers pairs are
depicted as solid and dashed
lines. (a) A time-reversal sym-
metric defect localized to the
edges, such as a small con-
striction shown here, is unable
to backscatter the incoming
electron. (b) Backscattering
is possible between different
edges, if the width of the
constriction is of the order of
the decay length of the edge
states. (c) A finite spatial gap
between the left and right
part of the wire implies zero
transmission.

If the lattice has the geometry of a ribbon, and the TRS scatterer extends to both
edges, then the absence of backscattering is not guaranteed. This is illustrated in
Fig. 8.5, where we compare three examples. In (a), the defect is formed as a wide
constriction on both edges, with a width much larger than the characteristic length
of the penetration of the edge states to the bulk region of the ribbon. Backscatter-
ing between states at the same edge is forbidden due to TRS, and backscattering
between states at different edges is forbidden due to a large spatial separation of
their corresponding wave functions. In (b), a similar but narrower constriction with
a width comparable to the penetration length of the edge states does allow for scat-
tering between states on the lower and upper edges. In this case, backscattering from
a right-moving state on one edge to a left-moving state at the other edge is not for-
bidden. In (c), the constriction divides the ribbon to two unconnected parts, resulting
in zero transmission through the constriction.

Naturally, backscattering is also allowed if the scatterer is not time-reversal sym-
metric, or if the scattering process is inelastic. Backscattering is not forbidden for
the ‘unprotected’ edge states of topologically trivial (D = 0) two-dimensional time-
reversal invariant insulators.

Scattering in a topological insulator (3)

3

Consider a long and wide ribbon of a 2D topological insulator,
in which each edge hosts a single edge-state Kramers pair.
Part of the ribbon is disordered and serves as a scattering region.
The whole system is time-reversal symmetric.

How many nonzero entries are there in the scattering matrix S of the scattering region?

(a) 0

(b) 2

(c) 4

(d) 8

Consider a constriction of a ribbon of a 2D topological insulator,
in which each edge hosts a single edge-state Kramers pair.
The constriction is disordered and serves as a scattering region.
The whole system is time-reversal symmetric.

How many zero entries are guaranteed in the scattering matrix S of the constriction?

(a) 0

(b) 4

(c) 8

(d) 12

7. ELŐADÁS

Adalékolt félvezető, ⌫d adott, T > 0 adott.

Mennyi elektron van a vezetési sávban?

Mennyi lyuk van a vegyértéksávban?

Jelölések:

⌫d: donorńıvók sűrűsége ([⌫d] = 1/m3)
nd: donorńıvókat betöltő elektronok sűrűsége ([nd] = 1/m3)

Feltevés: donorńıvók spin-degenerációja elhagyható,
mert két elektron egy donoron nem szeret lenni (Coulomb-tasźıtás)

Tény: A vezetési elektronok és a donorńıvókon lévő elektronok
vagy a vegyértéksávból származnak, vagy a donoratomoktól származnak.

n+ nd = p+ ⌫d

n(T, µ) + nd(T, µ) = p(T, µ) + ⌫d

n =
2

V

X

k

f("c(k), T, µ)


